


A luxury perfume house of 
uncompromising perfection,  

Ormonde Jayne searches the 
world over for the finest, most 

unique ingredients to create their 
extraordinary fragrances. 

Known for their rarity and purity, Ormonde Jayne 
fragrances are sourced personally from growers in 
Indochina, Arabia, the Amazon and Madagascar, 
then alchemised in their own London laboratory. 

A philosophy of quality and true luxury permeates 
the entire creative process, which is the reason 
Ormonde Jayne has attracted the admiration of 
the perfume cognoscenti and fine fragrance lovers 
worldwide. As well, Ormonde Jayne was recognized 
by The Walpole as an Emerging Luxury Brand 
of Tomorrow.

In the pursuit of beauty and elegance, the Ormonde 
Jayne perfume library reposes on an exquisitely 
simple principle—extraordinarily beautiful scents 
using specialty oils not widely used in the perfume 
industry today. Defying convention in the world 
of scent, Ormonde Jayne aims to be at the cutting 
edge of creativity.

The Essence

rare • pure • creative

Ormonde Jayne was created and is privately 
owned by self-taught nose Linda Pilkington. 

Her extensive travels around the world 
sharpened her appetite for exotic, unusual 
and luxurious tastes, smells and textures. 

When asked to create the “perfect scented 
candle” for one of the world’s leading luxury 

houses, Linda rose to the challenge. It 
wasn’t long before her inspired vision thrust 
Ormonde Jayne into the limelight. Linda built 

the brand from its early incarnation  
as the bespoke supplier of scented candles 

to Chanel Fine Jewellery and Anouska 
Hempel Hotels to the fine independent 

perfume house it is today.

“In creating Ormonde Jayne, my 
goal was to combine elements  
which I consider define true 

elegance: The quality of English 
craftsmanship, the art of French 

perfumery and the sensuality  
and natural harmony of the Orient.” 
       — Creator and Founder 

Linda Pilkington



extraordinary  
Ormonde Jayne provides pleasure through 
extraordinary experiences. The Ormonde Jayne 
Isfarkand Collection would be an olfactory discovery  
of an elegant and sophisticated scent that conveys 
luxury and pampering to the guest.

exclusive
Some of the world’s most talented and powerful 
people wear Ormonde Jayne fragrances, and 
those yet to be acquainted with the brand will 
appreciate being introduced to such an original 
and exclusive scent.

The Fragrance

bespoke • extraordinary • exclusive

ISFARKAND
Product Code Description Case Pack
 A3675AL40GBOX 1.4 oz/40 g Skincare Bar  200
A3675AL60GBOX 2.1 oz/60 g Skincare Bar  200

B3675SH50ML	 1.69	fl	oz/50	ml	Shampoo	 	 200
B3675CD50ML	 1.69	fl	oz/50	ml	Conditioner	 	 200
B3675SG50ML	 1.69	fl	oz/50	ml	Shower	Gel		 	 200
B3675BL50ML	 1.69	fl	oz/50	ml	Body	Lotion		 	 200
  
B3675SH100ML	 3.3	fl	oz/100	ml	Shampoo	 	 100
B3675CD100ML	 3.3	fl	oz/100	ml	Conditioner	 	 100
B3675SG100ML	 3.3	fl	oz/100	ml	Shower	Gel		 	 100
B3675BL100ML	 3.3	fl	oz/100	ml	Body	Lotion		 	 100





distinguished • celebrated • notable

The Accolades

“Ormonde Jayne’s essential 
Bathing Oil – the scent 
is sublime, full bodied, all 
enveloping. This is the most 
indulgent bath oil you can 
own.”

— Saturday Telegraph

“If anyone creates a perfume 
collection a century from 
now, it will quite possibly 
resemble Ormonde Jayne’s.

— The New York Times

“Up until now, Ormonde Jayne has 
been one of the fashion pack’s best 
kept secrets. This chic little shop is 
the place where those in the know go 
for fragrances, perfumed bath and 
body lotions and exquisite scented 
candles.”

— Vogue

“…simultaneously familiar and novel. 
The ingredients are classic, but 
assembled in a new way.”

— Esquire Magazine 



The Flagship
The Ormonde Jayne flagship store in the The Royal Arcade 
on Old Bond St., is a temple to Linda’s exacting standards 
of merchandising, brand integrity and professional customer 
service. 

Antique gold shagreen wall coverings, black glass chandeliers, 
ivory stone floors and black lacquer makes for a striking and 
decadent interior—a dramatic setting for a heady array of 
exquisite perfumes.

vibrant • dramatic • opulent

global distribution
In addition to the flagship location in England, 
Ormonde Jayne is currently sold at Harrod’s in 
the Black Hall and Sloane. 

Ormonde Jayne has recently entered the 
Middle East market and intends to launch in the  
United States, Asia and Russia, focusing  
on luxury department stores that deliver an 
aspiration of niche and luxury brands. 
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